ADVANCED OPEN WATER DIVER

Exploration, excitement, experiences. That’s what the PADI Advanced Open Water Diver course is all about. You don’t have to be “advanced” to take it—it’s designed to advance your diving, so you can start right after earning your Open Water certification. This course helps build confidence and expand your scuba skills through different adventure dives. You try out different specialties while gaining experience under the supervision of your PADI Instructor.

Who should take this course?
- Be at least 12 years of age or older.
- Have a PADI Open Water Diver certification (or have a qualifying certification from another organization).

What will I learn?
- Five adventures dives, including Deep and Underwater Navigation, plus three others chosen by your Instructor.
- During the Deep dive, you’ll learn how to plan dives to deal with the physiological effects and challenges of deeper scuba diving.
- During the Underwater Navigation dives, you’ll refine your compass navigation skills, and how to navigate using kick cycles, visual landmarks and time.
- The other knowledge and skills you get will vary depending on the other three adventures dives chosen.

What will I need?
- Basic scuba gear, including a dive computer.
- All PADI required course materials.
- Compass.
- Dive knife.
- Dive light and glow stick if doing a night dive.
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